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Abstract 
The article discusses the problem of hinterland services of port cargoes in the case when the port is located inside an urban 
agglomeration. The research was conducted for the Port of Szczecin with regard to the planned extension of the container 
terminal. The research included technical and operational as well as environmental and economic criteria for three investment 
options developed by the authors. Investment solutions are intended to provide efficient unitized cargo handling to and from the 
port within the agglomeration area, which entails its integration with the specific urban traffic. The research findings will result 
in putting forward recommendations for large port cities transport infrastructure development strategies corresponding with the 
priorities of sustainable transport. 
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1. Introduction 
The development of seaports is necessitated by increasing foreign trade and demand for sea transport. The global 
economy and the expansion of Asian markets, especially the Chinese market, have contributed to a rapid increase in 
port handling carried out mainly through container terminals. Thus, two characteristic situations occur, i.e. handling 
increasingly larger container ships and developing highly-efficient handling technologies. Large container terminals 
handle from several hundred to several million units per year, which adversely affects feeder services of those 
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terminals. Congestion often occurs on access roads and hinders the development of transport and logistics port 
systems.   
 
The development of hinterland services provided to a port by means of rail transport and inland shipping services 
can relieve motor roads. In fact, this happens in many European ports. Investment projects aim at building a logistics 
network which consists of intermodal terminals and logistic centres located within a port agglomeration. Intermodal 
terminals are either parts of the infrastructure of container terminals or they are located in their close proximity. 
Logistic centres are situated further from the port on the outskirts of an urban agglomeration. Since access to 
transport infrastructure is of primary importance, logistics centres should be situated in the vicinity of main 
international transport routes that is motorway interchanges, major railway lines and navigable waterways.  
 
Logistics centres are intended to handle large long-distance freight flows coming from other regions of the 
country or Europe. Consolidated shipments are transported by rail or by river, while deconsolidated shipments are 
transported via motorways. Logistics centres handle long-distance flows and direct them to their destinations located 
within an agglomeration. In the case of freight intended for the port their role is limited to short-term buffering and 
dispatch with the use of a dedicated transport system connecting a logistics centre to an intermodal terminal situated 
near the port. (Wiśnicki B. et al, 2014). This solution resembles park-and-ride facilities which allow commuters to 
leave their vehicles and transfer to public transport. The efficient connection of logistics centres to terminals should 
guarantee the delivery of cargo units to the wharf without delays that might be caused by increased traffic within an 
urban agglomeration. A dedicated connection to a port should be designed in order that it can reduce the adverse 
impact on the environment by using eco-friendly means of transport and planning the route so that it allows for the 
interests of residents.  
 
Agile Port System is a system operating on the American market which is based on the above premises. It is 
being implemented in the Port of Tacoma, the Port of Seattle, the Port of Portland (Fig. 1). The system consists of 
the Efficient Marine Terminal – EMT, the Rail Storage Buffer and the Intermodal Interface Center. The EMT 
concept consists in that a minimum stacking yard adjacent to the wharf is required. The freight is delivered from the 
hub-terminal located in the hinterland directly by a dedicated railway line. A shuttle train running along this line 
carries a specified number of containers at a time needed to load one to two vessels holds (TranSystem Co., 2000). 
On returning, the train carries containers unloaded from the vessel. Such a system of cargo operations, which is a 
practical application of the “just-in-time” logistics rule, considerably reduces the area of the terminal. It is 
particularly important as most European ports cannot expand due to the lack of space.      
 
 
Fig. 1 Effective port terminal and its handling system. Source: Vickerman (1999); Avery (2000) 
Then the authors conducted an analysis of the efficiency of the transport system whose key elements are logistics 
centres and an intermodal terminal, basing their analysis on Szczecin agglomeration. It is a vast port agglomeration 
where flows of internal urban traffic merge with traffic flows coming into or going out of the port. This is the source 
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of delays and logistics losses which increase as the number of transportation services rises and the share of road 
transport in transportation services increases. 
In their research on the efficiency of the new port-hinterland transport system, the authors applied the research 
method based on the computational model, which is used to determine the efficient frontier of the researched system 
and the distance of the analysed parameter from this frontier. Models of this type are usually applied to examine the 
efficiency of production processes, but the authors wish to prove that they can be adapted to a broad range of 
situations.    
2. Research methodology 
In order to analyse transport efficiency, one can use efficiency analysis methods used to measure productivity and 
efficiency of enterprises. The existing models can be divided into parametric and non-parametric methods: 
Parametric methods include: 
x methods of least squares (LS), which assume that all observed units are equally efficient, 
x deterministic frontier (DF), these are Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS) models allowing for 
inefficiency between the observed units, 
x stochastic frontier (SF), these are models which assume both inefficiency and random noise method for 
the analysed units.  
 
Non-parametric methods can be subdivided into: 
x TFP - Total Factor Productivity method utilized to calculate the ratio of outputs to inputs with the use of 
appropriate set of weights, 
x DEA - Data Envelopment Analysis method, which utilizes mathematical programming to determine the 
efficient frontier and distance of the analysed parameter from that frontier. It is thus possible to calculate 
the relative efficiency for all analysed cases (Smith, Wheat & Wolanski 2015).  
Table 1. Summary of the properties of the four principal methods. 
Attribute LS TFP DEA DF SF 
Parametric method Yes No No Yes Yes 
Accounts for noise Yes No No No Yes 
Can be used to measure:     
Technical efficiency No No Yes Yes Yes 
Allocative efficiency No No Yes Yes Yes 
Technical change Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Scale effects Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
TFP change Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Data used:     
Cross sectional Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Time series Yes Yes No No No 
Panel Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Basic (production function) method requires data on:   
Input quantities Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Output quantities Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Input prices No Yes No No No 
Output prices No Yes No No No 
LS -Least Squares, TFP - Total Factor Productivity Index Methods, DEA - Data Envelopment Analysis,  
DF - Deterministic Frontier, SF - Stochastic Frontier.  
Source: (Smith, Wheat & Wolanski 2015). 
 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric method developed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) 
on the basis of research on technical efficiency conducted by M.J. Farrell, which formed the direct basis for the 
DEA method. Their research work led to conceiving a model known as CCR, whose name was derived from the 
first letters of the authors’ surnames. The authors of the DEA method which defines efficiency as a ratio of a single 
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output to a single input, employed this method in a multi-dimensional situation, in which there is more than one 
input and more than one output. In the case of best practice frontiers, their efficiency ratio is one. This is the 
situation in which units are effective. In the case of units situated below the boundary of the production possibility 
set, the ratio is smaller than one and indicates their level of inefficiency (Domagała, 2007; Pachura, Nitkiewicz, 
2010).   
 
 
Fig. 2 Efficiency of decision units, efficient frontier. . Source: (Domagała 2007). 
Efficiency (marked by θ) in the DEA method is defined as the ratio of the weighted sum of outputs to the 
weighted sum of inputs. The efficiency is relative because it is constructed in relation to the whole analysed group of 
units. In the approach applied in constructing DEA models, a user is not required to attribute weights to each kind of 
input and output themselves, as is necessary in the case of traditional index methods. This approach does not require 
designation of a function of a given phenomenon, which is usually essential when using statistical and econometric 
regression functions. The DEA method uses mathematical linear programming, which can cope with a considerable 
number of variables and relations among them. Another advantage of the suggested method is the possibility of 
analysing inputs and outputs expressed in any units (Domagała, 2007).  
Determination of the efficiency level of a given unit consists in solving a decision problem related to this unit. 
The number of problems is thus equal to the number of analysed units. The analysed unit is denoted by o. The 
function of the input-oriented linear CCR model for the analysed unit has the following form. 
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 (1) 
 
Where: 
n – number of decision units, ( j = 1, ..., n), 
s – number of produced outputs, (r = 1, ..., s),   
m – number of inputs, (i = 1, ..., m), 
xij – value of i-th input of j-th decision unit, 
yrj – value of r-th output of j-th unit, 
vio – decision variable; weight related to i-th input in problem relating to o-th unit, 
uro– decision variable; weight related to r-th output in problem concerning o-th unit, 
o – index denoting analysed decision unit, 1 ≤ o ≤ n, 
θo– efficiency ratio of o-th unit.   
Efficient frontier consists of points for which the 
ratio of output to input is constant 
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The method of transformation of a nonlinear model into a linear model was proposed by A. Charnes i W.W. 
Cooper: 
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constraints: 
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(3) 
where: 
θo – efficiency ratio, 
λjo – decision variable; weight of j-th unit from the point of view of o-th unit, 
ݏ௥௢ା – decision variable (called free variable) related to r-th output in o-th unit, 
ݏ௜௢ି– decision variable (called free variable) related to i-th output in o-th unit, 
ε – infinitesimal constant. 
 
The above presented nonparametric DEA method and the nonlinear CCR model were used to calculate the 
efficiency of the port-hinterland transport system as presented below.  
3. Conditions for development of a transport system for the port of Szczecin 
Szczecin is a large seaport and a vast urban agglomeration situated at the estuary of the Oder river. Since the city 
is located on the banks of the river and the port is situated in the centre of the agglomeration, merging of urban 
traffic and port traffic seems to be unavoidable. It is difficult for motor vehicles to reach port terminals, especially in 
the morning and evening rush hours. Both the residents of Szczecin and port operators are adversely affected by this 
situation. 
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Fig. 3. Transport infrastructure of Szczecin Agglomeration. Source: own study 
Proposed logistic centres: 1 – Police, 2 – Dunikowo, 3 – Radziszewo 
Tollgates: 1 – Goleniów, 2 – Tczewska, 3 - Kijewo 
Investments in Szczecin’s transport infrastructure are being planned with a view to streamlining urban and transit 
traffic. The project aiming to improve access to the port of Szczecin is expected to be implemented by 2020. The 
project involves constructing the Kłodny bridge, rebuilding the road system at Międzyodrze and rebuilding 420 m of 
the Estakada Pomorska†. The project expects an increase in demand for port-hinterland transport services. This 
project corresponds with the general tendency to increase motor vehicle traffic capacity within Szczecin 
agglomeration, which includes constructing the Szczecin centre ring road and the northern route (the so-called 
Szczecin bypass road) connecting the S3 expressway on the outskirts of Goleniów through Police to A6 motorway 
 
 
†  Based on the project documentation for the project „Modernizacja dostępu drogowego do Portu w Szczecinie: przebudowa układu 
komunikacyjnego w rejonie Międzyodrza” [“Improving access to the Port of Szczecin: rebuilding the road system at Międzymorze”), 
www.bip.um.szczecin.pl (access:04.01.2016); materials provided by Szczecin and Świnoujscie Seaports Authority 
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between Kołbaskowo and Waliszewo. The roads now under construction will link the wharves located in the city 
with expressways in Poland and Germany. The advantages of implementing the investments will be noticeable if the 
construction and modernization of the S3 expressway are completed at the same time. The works which are 
currently being carried out on this road, and the construction of the Bolków – Lubawka (border) - Hradec Kralove 
road section, to connect with the road network in the Czech Republic, should be completed by 2020.  
Other key investments in the transport infrastructure within Szczecin agglomeration include: 
x modernizing C-E59 and E59 Szczecin-Wrocław railway lines, for which the speed of cargo carriage is to 
be increased to 120 km/h‡, 
x dredging the Szczecin-Świnoujście fairway to 12.5 m to accommodate panamax vessels by 2021, 
x obtaining Class IV of navigable waterways by the Oder Water System (Odrzańska Droga Wodna) to 
accommodate vessels of 3000 tons§.   
Even if the above plans are implemented, in view of the fact that unitized cargo handling is assumed to increase 
and road transport share in services provided to general cargo terminals is expected to increase, the problem of 
congestion and adverse impact of the transport to and from the port on the city will not be solved. The envisaged 
solutions will not be effective if transportation within the agglomeration is not appropriately organized.  
The problem can be illustrated by the example of containerized cargo handled in the port. The container terminal, 
which ultimately is to handle 200,000 TEU per year, is currently being expanded. Such volume of handled cargo 
means the carriage of about 400 containers per day. If a current standard of hinterland services of the port, i.e. 
maintaining the dominant role of road transport, is kept, such a great number of carried containers will immobilize 
access roads to the port.   
4. Analysis of the efficiency of port-hinterland transport systems  
Studies on the efficiency of a port-hinterland transport system within port agglomeration take into account the 
following assumptions relating to Szczecin: 
 
x Expected terminal handling of 200,000 TEU per year.  
x Expected handling of container ships of 5,000 TEU and daily handling of 2,000 TEU of imported goods 
and 2,000 TEU of exported goods.    
x Containers handled at the terminal should leave the port within 48 hours, which means that 1,400 
containers have to leave Szczecin agglomeration within a specified period.  
x Containers are directed out of the port in the following geographical directions: 
 
1) southwards through Kijewo junction or CL Radziszewo – 55%, 
2) south-eastwards through Tczewska junction or CL Dunikowo – 35%, 
3) eastwards through Goleniów junction or CL Police - 10%. 
 
x The following port-hinterland transport system options are assumed for the comparative analysis: 
 
1) carriage of 100% containers by road transport by means of semi-trailers (100%S), 
2) carriage of 80% containers by road transport by means of semi-trailers and 20% containers by 
means of dedicated trains (80%S+20%T). 
3) carriage of 60% containers by road transport by means of semi-trailers and 40% containers by 
means of dedicated trains (60%S+40%T), 
 
 
‡  Madrjas J., Ruszy projektowanie modernizacji linii Poznań – Szczecin. Dwa lata i 50 milionów zł, Rynek kolejowy, 04.02.2015, 
www.rynek-kolejowy.pl (access: 05.01.2015) 
§ Based on Gróbarczyk M., Trwają prace nad projektem odbudowy przemysłu stoczniowego,www.polskieradio.pl (access: 06.01.2016) 
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4) carriage of 50% containers by means of a dedicated system of shuttle services (barges and trains) 
and 50% containers by road transport by means of semi-trailers (50%SS+50%S), 
5) carriage of 100% containers by means of a dedicated system of shuttle services (barges and trains) 
100%SS, 
6) carriage of 30% containers by river transport and 70% containers by means of a dedicated system of 
shuttle services (barges and trains) (30%B+70%SS).  
 
The following parameters have been assumed as the measures of the efficiency of the port-hinterland transport 
system: 
 
x average cargo travel time in the relation: container terminal – agglomeration entrance point** (Tt); 
x average cargo travel and handling time†† in the relation: container terminal – agglomeration entrance 
point (Tt)+handling time (Tt+Th); 
x average cargo travel and enhanced handling time‡‡ in the relation: container terminal – agglomeration 
entrance point (Tt)+handling time (Tt+The); 
x total transport costs generated in the relation: container terminal – agglomeration entrance point§§; 
x total external costs generated in the relation: container terminal – agglomeration entrance point***. 
 
For the above options and parameters, input and output data have been prepared according to the nonparametric 
DEA method and features of the nonlinear CCR model (Table 2)  
 
Table 2. Input and output data for different scenarios of port-hinterland transport systems. 
 
No. Scenarios 
Avg. travel 
time (Tt) 
Avg. travel 
+handling time 
(Tt+Th) 
Avg. travel 
+ enhanced 
handling time 
(Tt+The) 
Total transport 
costs 
Total external 
costs 
Containers 
transported 
hrs/unit hrs/unit hrs/unit EUR EUR units 
Input 1a Input 1b Input 1c Input 2 Input3 Output1 
1 100%S 0.58 6.58 6.58 25894.4 8361.7 1400 
2 80%S+20%T 0.53 6.93 6.93 24276.0 6754.6 1400 
3 60%S+40%T 0.49 7.29 7.29 22657.6 5147.4 1400 
4 50%SS+50%S 1.05 6.86 5.86 21476.0 4314.1 1400 
5 100%SS 1.53 7.15 5.15 17057.6 266.5 1400 
6 30%B+70%SS 1.62 6.15 4.75 14702.7 218.0 1400 
 
 
 
** The following moving speeds within the agglomeration were assumed: road transport - 25 km/h, rail transport - 40 km/h, river transport 5 
km/h 
†† The following handling times were assumed: ship-barge 2h, ship-car 6h, ship-train 8h, ship-shuttle system 2h, logistics centre-car 3h, 
logistics centre-train 4h. 
‡‡ The following optimized handling times in the shuttle system were assumed: ship-shuttle system 1h, logistics centre-car 2h, logistics 
centre-train 3h 
§§ Based on: Jursch, S., 2011, p. 163. 
*** Based on: IMPACT, 2008. p. 102-110. 
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Figure 4. Results of the model based efficiency analysis of different scenarios of port-hinterland transport systems 
As a result of experimenting with the model, satisfactory analysis results were obtained as presented in Figure 4. 
The efficiency of the model of the transport system based on a dedicated shuttle service was proved. The 
comparison of results for the input parameter in the form of travel time (Input Tt) and travel time increased by 
handling time at the terminal and logistics centre (Input Tt+Th) shows a decrease in efficiency of rail transport 
options. It is caused by the amount of time needed to marshal dedicated trains. The proposed shortening of the 
required time in the case of trains and shuttle barges connecting the terminal with satellite logistics centres (Input 
Tt+Tte) results in a desirable increase in the system efficiency. There is a large discrepancy between the terminal 
and logistics centre as regards the efficiency of the analysed options of the system obtained by shortening the 
handling time.  
 
5. Conclusions 
The conducted research confirmed the significant role of logistics centres and intermodal terminals in urban 
logistics systems. The role of these point elements of transport infrastructure is of particular importance in the case 
of a port agglomeration. The research showed preferred locations of logistics centres and their transport connections 
to port terminals. The proposed solution in the form of dedicated shuttle connections based on rail and river 
infrastructure has proved highly effective. The system, however, requires two technological and organizational 
assumptions. Firstly, the frequency of shuttle connections must be flexible and tailored to the actual demand. In 
practice, connections should correlate with loading and unloading operations at the port terminal. Secondly, for 
cargoes which need to be quickly transported out of the port agglomeration, time needed to transship and store at the 
intermodal terminal and logistics centre should not exceed a maximum of 2 hours.  
The authors recognize the need for further research on the efficiency of port-hinterland transport systems. Further 
research should involve various transport technologies which could be used in the shuttle services system. Potential 
opportunities are offered by the double stack technology used to carry unitized cargoes. Large economies of scale 
may also be achieved through automation of yard-to-train and yard-to-barge storing and handling processes. 
Research may take into consideration the application of a fully automated yard gantry crane and modern high-
performance propulsion systems fitted in means of transport. Such propulsion systems will not only minimize 
adverse impacts of the transport system on the environment, but they will also increase the speed of trains and 
barges in the area of a port agglomeration.  
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